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An HST Surface Photometric Study of Ultraluminous Infrared Galaxies
abstract We study the surface photometry for 13 single-nucleus ultraluminous IRAS galaxies (ULIRGs),
selected from a parent sample of 58 galaxies obtained in a Hubble Space Telescope snapshot survey. We nd
that these galaxies can be classied into three classes according to their surface photometry. The surface
brightness proles of the four objects in the rst class are well tted by the R
1
4 law. The isophotes are all disky
at R1h−1 kpc , consistent with the molecular disks/rings found in nearby ULIRGs from CO observations.
Each of the four galaxies in the second class has an inner R
1
4 component plus an outer extension. Remarkably
all these four galaxies are Seyfert 1 galaxies with luminosities in the quasar regime and with relatively narrow
permitted and strong FeII emission lines. The remaining ve galaxies fall into the third class; these objects
have surface brightness proles that deviate to various degrees from the R
1
4 law; indeed, one is tted perfectly
by an exponential law. We also present new spectroscopic observations for some of these galaxies. We estab-
lish the redshift of IR 09427+1929 tobe0.284, insteadof0.149asadoptedintheliterature.Theseobservationsfirmlysupportt
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